BOOK PICKS
KEEP LEARNING ABOUT DISABILITY PRIDE ALL YEAR WITH THE DMPL

Soul Jar: Thirty-One Fantastical Tales by Disabled Authors
Edited by Annie Carl

Care Work: Dreaming Disability Justice
Leah Lakshmi Piepzna-Samarasinha

Year of the Tiger: An Activist’s Life
Alice Wong

The Hearing Test
Eliza Barry Callahan

Sipping Dom Pérignon
Through a Straw: Reimagining Success as a Disabled Achiever
Eddie Ndopu

The Country of the Blind
Andrew Leland

How to Dance
Jason B. Dutton

The Framed Women of Ardemore House
Brandy Schillace

Out on a Limb
Hannah Bonam-Young

Beautiful People: My Thirteen Truths About Disability
Melissa Blake
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